Abstract. BL-algebras rise as Lindenbaum algebras from many valued logic introduced by Hájek [2]. In this paper Boolean ds and implicative ds of BL-algebras are defined and studied. The following is proved to be equivalent: 
Introduction
In [2] , [3] some logics whose set of truth values is the real unit interval [0, 1] were investigated and particular attention was concentrated to logics having a conjunction whose truth function t (x, y) is a continuous t-norm, and having a corresponding residuated implication, i.e. if i(x, y) is the truth function of the implication then t (x, y) ≤ z if, and only if x ≤ i(y, z).
Referring to a result due to Mostert and Shieds [9] , every continuous t-norm is the original sum of the following t-norms
These are also the main examples of BL-algebras (Basic Logic algebras) on the real unit interval. Generally, BL-algebras rise as Lindenbaum algebras from these many valued logics. Proved by Höhle [7] , a BL-algebra becomes an MV -algebra (cf.
[1], [4], [5]) if we adjoin to the axioms the double negation law, x = x * * . Thus, a BL-algebra is in some intuitive way, a 'non-double negation MV-algebra'.
Hence the theory of MV -algebras, now under rapid development, becomes one of the guides to the development of the theory of BL-algebras. It can show us what is possible on one hand and give us certain limits on the other hand. Possible generalizations from MV -algebra theory to BL-algebra theory also show us which concepts are genuine and proper BL-algebra concepts and which are not; in [11] we started this analysis and proved, among other results, that semisimplicity is not such a concept; indeed, any semisimple BL-algebra is necessarily an MV -algebra. The same holds true for locally finite BL-algebras, too.
Our basic tools in the study of a BL-algebra L are deductive systems, ds in short (called filter in [2]), i.e. subsets D ⊆ L such that 1 ∈ D and if x, x → y ∈ D, then y ∈ D. In particular, in MV -algebra theory, a ds (also called filter) and an ideal are dual notions. From logical point of view, deductive systems correspond sets of provable formulas.
In this paper we study Boolean deductive systems and implicative deductive systems. It turns out that these two coincide. We prove that a BL-algebra L has a proper Boolean ds iff L is bipartite. We also study to some extent local BL-algebras. Our results prove more generally some theorems already proved by Hoo [4], [5] , Hoo and Sessa [6] . We will see that there exists local BL-algebras and bipartite BL-algebras which are not MV -algebras; thus these concepts have a proper meaning in the theory of BL-algebras.
Preliminaries
We recollect some definitions and results which will be used in the following theorems and we shall not cite them every time they are used.
Definition 1.
A residuated lattice L = L, ≤, ∧, ∨, , →, 0, 1 is a lattice L containing the least element 0 and the largest element 1, and endowed with two binary operations (called product) and → (called residuum) such that (i) is associative, commutative and isotone and, for all elements x ∈ L, x 1 = x, (ii) for all x, y, z ∈ L, the Galois correspondence
holds.
Residuated lattices are known also under other names, e.g. Höhle [7] calls them integral, residuated, commutative l-monoids. We set x * = x → 0 and x 0 = 1, x n = x n−1 x for any n ≥ 1. The following results concerning any residuated lattice L can be found e.g. in [10] , [11] .
